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Accelerate quote to cash and drive more revenue
through real-time visibility in Slack and Microsoft Teams.
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Executive Summary

57%
of sales reps expect
to miss their
numbers this year

73%

of buyers now say
their standards for
how companies
interact with them
are higher than ever

3.2X

Reps are now more
likely to connect
virtually rather than
in person

81%

of your customers
want a more connected
customer journey

Problem
You implemented Salesforce CPQ because you don’t want reps wasting
time on data entry, writing proposals, and getting approvals. You don’t
want them building generic or inaccurate quotes and you don’t want
anyone working in silos that hold up approvals and prevent deals from
closing and cash from being collected. And most of all, you want to deliver
a seamless customer experience.
You implemented CPQ but the process still isn’t going as smoothly as
you’d hoped.
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Executive Summary
Executive Summary

Why?
Because the quote-to-cash process should be collaborative.
But it doesn’t happen in a collaborative medium.
Your teams need visibility into the CPQ process. They need to see what’s
happening. They need to know when to get involved. And they’re not
seeing it.
The truth is, the people who need this information are not likely to see
it in Salesforce. Either the key players aren’t regular Salesforce users
or they don’t even have Salesforce licenses.
Salesforce is meant to serve as a single source of truth. Having so
much information in one place is great. With so much data, however,
critical information becomes hard to see. And if your CPQ solution
isn’t integrated with platforms your teams use everyday, you’re still left
with silos and visibility gaps.

•

Quotes take too long to approve.

•

Orders are held up waiting to be activated.

•

Provisioning teams don’t even know the
process is waiting for them to take action.

•

Invoices aren’t sent out on time.

•

The customer experience suffers.

•

Each step of the CPQ customer journey
takes much more time than it should.

With multiple layers of coordination and with so many teams involved in the
CPQ process, bottlenecks are almost inevitable:
You’ve worked hard and spent so much time to bring your teams up to
speed with Salesforce CPQ. You promised a streamlined more efficient
process. Now, it’s time to get real about it and make it happen.
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Executive Summary

Solution
Troops makes the CPQ process seamless and efficient by:
• Routing Direct Message alerts to Slack and MS Teams
based on who they are in Salesforce when action is
required to limit noise.
• Driving collaboration and communication among the
many departments involved in the CPQ process including
Sales,Operations, Customer Support, Provisioning,
Finance, and Accounting.
• Democratizing information so that the CPQ process
sheds obstacles and picks up speed and agility.

Troops breaks down those silos and bridges those gaps by bringing CPQ
into the modern digital HQ’s – Slack and Microsoft Teams.
We’re enabling that collaborative medium that the CPQ process has been
missing. We’re elevating engagement and collaboration where it arguably
matters most – in the place where you collect your cash

Everyone is seeking that single interface – like a pane of glass
that lets you see what’s going on across the entire business.
When teams involved in the CPQ process understand how the deal is
progressing and when they can easily take action to contribute to that
progress, everything happens faster. Give your team the ability to see
critical information. Let them get involved in the CPQ process at the
right time by notifying them in Slack or Microsoft Teams.
Troops delivers unrivaled visibility into the quote to cash process. With
Troops, you’ll bridge the visibility gap and drive a true customer360
experience.

Come with us on the journey from quote creation to cash
collection & see how Troops is a game changer for CPQ.
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Part 1: Crafting the Quote

Part 1: Creating the Quote
Without Troops
For many sales reps, creating a quote and getting it approved is the most
nerve-wracking part of their job. It’s time consuming and can mess up
the sale.
The rep has made commitments to the customer and is now depending on
his or her colleagues to deliver.

•

Quotes take too long to get out the door and
many will inevitably contain errors.

•

Managers become bottlenecks for approvals.

•

Sales cycles start to slow down.

•

Deals ultimately slip through the cracks.

And, worst of all, your customers become unhappy with the process.
After all, your reps promised to solve a pain point. The customer wants to
deploy your solution. So while you’re waiting on quote creation and the
process drags, the customer is left experiencing their pain longer than the
rep initially promised.
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Part 1: Crafting the Quote

With Troops
Let’s walk through the quote creation process in the Slack/MS Teams-first
world we’ve created at Troops.
An account executive is working on an account living in Salesforce. A
key contact at this account demonstrates interest in engaging in a sales
conversation to evaluate a solution so the AE creates an opportunity in
Salesforce related to this account.
Once the opportunity reaches a certain stage, the rep creates a quote or
a proposal with Salesforce CPQ. Then, with Troops every person involved
in the deal will receive real-time notifications in Slack or MS Teams that
inform them of critical happenings and drive action. That way

• Sales manager knows when a new quote is created.
• Product team is notified when a new key product /
feature is part of a quote.
• Account team knows then a primary quote has
been selected.
• Finance and billing are notified when payment
terms have changed.

Clients now have confidence after seeing a fast and efficient
process that addresses their pain points.
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Part 1: Crafting the Quote

Troops Use Case #1
New quote has been created

Troops Use Case #2
A product of interest
has been added to
the quote
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Part 1: Crafting the Quote

Troops Use Case #3
Quote has been marked
as primary

Troops Use Case #4
Payment terms have
changed
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Part 2: Getting Approval

Part 2: Getting It Approval
CPQ involves more moving parts than most other processes in your business:
Quote Combinations
•
•
•
•
•

Product selection
Bundle configuration
Discounts: percentage based, targeted
amounts, or flat dollar discounts
Subscription terms
Quote terms and conditions

Approval Highway
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales management
Professional services
Rev ops
Finance
Deal desk
C-suite
Product teams

Without Troops
Unless configuration and approval move along seamlessly, the process often
hits a wall here:

•

Sales reps encounter difficulty finding current
and complete product information.

•

Product experts are pulled into deals that they
justdon’t have time for.

•

Deal guidance remains difficult to implement
correctly.

•

Managers become bottlenecks for approvals.

These bottlenecks occur for a variety of reasons: Emails requesting
approvals get ignored. Someone doesn’t have a Salesforce license or they
have general discomfort about using Salesforce.
Even if we overcome every obstacle, finding the information in Salesforce
is still daunting because of all the different objects and fields.
These gaps are the most common revenue cloud complaint from
companies who just made a significant investment in Salesforce CPQ.
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Part 2: Getting Approval

CPQ appears to be a savior. But unless complex rules are easily accessible
to everyone involved in real-time, CPQ isn’t as effective as it can be.
When you’re chasing down information and waiting on approvals:

•

Your sales cycle is suffering.

•

Simple administrative hiccups hold up
important deals.

•

A deal delay of a few weeks can throw off
your financial statements for that quarter.

You need to prompt the necessary action from various people in the
approval chain. And Salesforce CPQ alone can’t do this.

With Troops
With Troops, the quote, proposal and approval move along seamlessly.
The process is streamlined to accelerate approvals.
Guided selling and user-friendly interfaces in Slack or MS Teams support
reps as they design the right proposal configurations for their customers.

• Now the manager, the VP of Sales, and the C-suite
execs are alerted when it is their turn to approve
a deal.
• Now reps are notified in Slack with updates on how
all their outstanding approvals are progressing.
• Now reps have their finger on the pulse of what will
be approved and what will not, so they can take the
right action to close a deal.
• Now the product team gets notified if a strategic
new product is included in a quote.
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Part 2: Getting Approval

Troops Use Case #5
Notify people of quotes
that have been out for
approval for x days

Troops Use Case #6
Send approver a nudge
when the are holding up
an approval process

Troops Use Case #7
Quote has been
approved / rejected
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P a r t 3 : Getting the Customer Signature

Part 3:
Getting the Customer Signature

60

Without Troops

•

Once the quote has been sent to the customer for signature,
it can be opened (or not) and then accepted or rejected by the
potential customer.

•

Salesforce CPQ can natively send customers email notifications
alerting them that they have a new quote to review and sign.
But we all know how inundated email inboxes can get.

•

The deal team has no idea if the customer has opened the
proposal and therefore no idea what action is now necessary.

With Troops
There are 3 Troops use-cases relevant to this part of the process.
The appropriate people will be alerted in Slack or MS teams when:

• The proposal is sent to customer
• Customer opens the proposal
• Customer signs the proposal
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P a r t 3 : Getting the Customer Signature

With Troops

• Now your account and opportunity teams see how
prospects are engaging with proposals. No more
wondering, searching, etc.
• Now your CS team knows you have a signature, so they
begin preparing resources to onboard and service the
new client.
• Now the provisioning team knows it’s time to begin
preparing for implementation. They get to work
ensuring a good fit from a technical perspective, and
activate the customer order in a more timely manner.
• Now the finance team knows there is a signature. They
get ready to begin invoicing and collecting cash once
the order has been activated by the provisioning team.

The build out of each use-case is dependent on the e-signature platform
you use. But most (like Docusign or Adobe) signatures integrate seamlessly
with the quote object and easily feed in the information listed above.
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P a r t 4 : Securing the Order

Part 4: Securing the Order
Without Troops
This is where you start to really feel that CPQ is as cross-functional as it
gets. If you’re like most companies, you know that as you add more people
to the process, the process tends to become messier.

• The order itself should work as the
bridge between sales and finance.
• This bridge should help to connect
every element of the proposal to
the revenue process.

But without Troops, the hand off often results in a dropped ball and you’re likely
to miss that connection which would otherwise drive efficiency gains across the
customer life cycle.
Maybe these hand offs were less of a problem when everyone was in the office.
But now, teams are remote and that’s only adding to the confusion.
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P a r t 4 : Securing the Order

With Troops
Your sales team, your provisioning team, and your accounting department
might not be best friends. But when CPQ is done right, these departments work
together and the hand off happens seamlessly.
Salesforce has all the information you need to complete the hand off, but it doesn’t
curate and make that information consumable and shareable for all the people
who need it. And it doesn’t alert them in the place where they can immediately
focus on it.
That’s where Troops is a game changer.
From the sales rep and the opportunity team all the way through to provisioning
and finance – now everyone is on the same page. All hands are on deck helping
close the deal and getting the client everything they need.

• Now provisioning teams are notified as soon
as an order is created.
• Now all teams are privy to the information that is
flowinginto the order object as Salesforce syncs
with ERP systems.
• Now finance and opportunity teams receive alerts
when an order has been activated so they can do
their job to push forward to collecting the cash.
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P a r t 4 : Securing the Order

Troops Use Case #8
New order created

Troops Use Case #9
Order has been activated
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P a r t 5 : Collecting the Cash

Part 5: Collecting the Cash
Without Troops
After the invoice has been sent out, it’s important to stay on top of who is
paying on time and who is late. But monitoring payments becomes difficult
when information is siloed only to those folks that are comfortable with the
invoice object in Salesforce.
That’s exactly why you can use Troops to drive visibility into which
invoices have been paid and which have not. A customer will make a
payment through a payment gateway (Stripe, Cybersource, Payeezy, etc.).
Unless that payment gateway is integrated, the payment may get lost. The
finance user will then have a hard time linking payment with the invoice.
Another CPQ headache occurs when the customer writes or calls in to
dispute a charge to their account. In these situations, it’s important to
notify the relevant teams about this dispute.
If the Finance/Accounting user doesn’t learn of the dispute, they can’t
go in and issue a credit against the invoice. Later, information gets cloudy
because the credit isn’t properly allocated to the item on the invoice.
Without Troops, the chances of proper communication – internally and
with the customer – are slim.
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P a r t 5 : Collecting the Cash

With Troops
With CPQ and Troops, the invoicing process becomes easy to track. With
alerts that pop up in Slack and Microsoft Teams, the right people get the
right information at the right time, so they can:

• Follow up on overdue invoices and collect cash faster.
• Quickly and seamlessly handle any customer
service issues related to billing.
• Address refunds and adjustments smoothly.
• Customer service reps learn about and address
complaints in real-time.
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P a r t 5 : Collecting the Cash

Troops Use Case #10
New Invoice created

Troops Use Case #11
New Invoice created
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P a r t 5 : Collecting the Cash

Troops Use Case #12
New payment
created/accepted

Troops Use Case #13
A credit note has
been created
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Conclusion

Drive a True Customer 360Experience
by Breaking Down Silos & Closing
Visibility Gaps with Troops
Being able to minimize the time reps are digging through Salesforce,
chasing down information, and waiting on approvals is everything.
At the end of the day, if you don’t close the deal, you don’t collect cash.
You should be proud that you figured out how important CPQ is. But
in today’s evolving landscape, the paradigm is shifting. Your teams
need dynamic solutions and collaborative support. CPQ alone is simply
not enough.
Salesforce holds all this amazing information. But Salesforce doesn’t
curate that information to make it consumable and shareable. Troops
changes that.
Drive communication for your pricing, discounting, and approval processes
today, so the right people get the right information at the right time – and
all that information meets them conveniently where they already are.
Troops is the only solution designed explicitly for engaging people in
messaging platforms in an actionable way.
Instead of the simple if/then formulas used by Salesforce, Troops utilizes
and/or logic, making it much easier to keep track of complex workflows.
Setting up workflows is entirely codeless, so anyone in the company can
set up CPQ automations for their teams or themselves.

Start closing more deals today with Troops.
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LEARN MORE
Want to learn more and get started? Sign up here, or
contact your Troops rep to book your setup meeting now.
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